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Welcome to Jewish Studies!  In the first trimester, 7th grade students will study 
tzedakah, working with traditional Jewish sources and newer sources from the Internet.
You will have the chance to consider big questions such as, How much tzedakah is 
enough?  Does tzedakah only help the recipient, or does it also help the giver?  In later 
units as the year goes on, we will study the stubborn and rebellious child, honoring 
parents and lost and found objects.

In the first trimester, 12th grade students will look at male and female roles in the 
Jewish community and then we will use a book of Jewish sources about the body to 
speak about how we treat our bodies from a Jewish perspective.  Later units this year 
will focus on Jewish perceptions of other peoples, on money and on power.

Here is the breakdown for your trimester grade:
Class participation (speak your mind, take notes, ask questions!) (20%)
Assignments (homework, etc.  Don’t forget a proper heading!)  (40%)
All assessments (quizzes, tests, projects) during and at the end of a trimester (40%).

Grading standards for homework, essays, other assignments:
100%:  Excelled and went beyond the assignment
90%:  Good work, fulfilled the assignment and expectations
80%:  Didn’t entirely fulfill the assignment or the expectations
70% and below:  Serious difficulties with compehension, instructions, format
Smaller items:  √+ = 9.5, √ = 8.7, √- = 8.0

Late policy:
One class day late:  -5%, Two class days late:  -10%, Three class days late:  -20%
I cannot take responsibility for papers I did not receive.  Double check with me!

 
Four basic rules:

1.  Readiness:  Come ready to participate, ready to learn with a kippah, pen and 
paper (binder or binder section) and readings.  Look me in the eye and say hello.



2.  The Ten Minute Rule:  Nobody leaves in the first or last ten minutes of class.

3.  Absences:  Let me know in person or by email if you expect to be absent for 
sports, bar/bat mitzvah practice, etc. I will go the extra mile for people who give 
advance notice.  Don’t wait for me to find you!

4.  Mentschlichkeit:  Be a mentsch.  Have integrity in everything you say and do.


